When legal worlds collide: from research to treatment in hereditary cancer prevention.
This paper critically examines the legal and ethical dilemma in the institutionalization of a prevention and treatment technology on hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC) in Finland. Current medical practice and legislation support the notion of non-directiveness in genetic counselling, patient autonomy and personal privacy. Clinical doctors in Finland, however, proposed that a research register of HNPCC carriers should be nationalized through a legal mandate, which would require all carriers to be identified on the basis of the mutation, but also provide a national healthcare and counselling infrastructure for preventive treatment. This paper argues that although such a register would undermine personal autonomy and privacy, there should be a strong incentive by the state to intervene from a preventive health perspective. Such a position would be contrary to current medical ethics and legal practice, but it would ensure that all patients receive equal access to information, screening and treatment, as well as help to reduce mortality rates.